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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

As of March 12, 2018, 9:39 AM, this forum had:
Attendees:
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Registered Responses:
32
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Responses
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
Answered

17

Skipped

15

all developments district fremont important intact neighborhood neighborhoods old quad
remain see think time

If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
% Count
North/south boundary

51.9%

14

East/west boundary

48.1%

13

What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
% Count
El Camino Real (northern and
southern Council Districts)

50.0%

15

El Camino Real (northern and
southern Council Districts)

10.0%

3

San Tomas Expressway (western
and eastern Council Districts)

20.0%

6

Other

20.0%

6

Other criteria you think are important:
Answered

16

Skipped

16

areas around both boundary

camino community district
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

districts

dividing division

do east el

ideally

important interest like line

need neighborhoods north part please question
read redistricting representation residents same santa south split
than they think west who why
method more
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

March 10, 2018, 8:52 PM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
No response
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
North/south boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
El Camino Real (northern and southern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
No response

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

john sontag inside Santa Clara

March 9, 2018, 9:21 AM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
I would like to see that elementary and middle school boundaries remain within a district, as the community of
families that go through schools create a cohesive bond that is maintained over time
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
North/south boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
El Camino Real (northern and southern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
the future growth around the El Camino corridor and the stadium makes me want to keep surrounding
neighborhoods in the same district ( a north/south split)

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

March 8, 2018, 1:20 PM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
All neighborhoods should stay intact.
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
No response
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
El Camino Real (northern and southern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
No response

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

March 7, 2018, 4:14 PM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
No response
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
North/south boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
El Camino Real (northern and southern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
No response

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

March 6, 2018, 11:38 AM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
Old Quad, and all housing developments. Residents of developments should be in the same district.
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
East/west boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
San Tomas Expressway (western and eastern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
None of this is important. It attempts to solve the problem of who is running by limiting who is voting.

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Travis Flora inside Santa Clara

March 5, 2018, 3:24 PM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
If a major roadway (ex. San Tomas or railway) is used as the dividing line, I think all neighborhoods would
remain intact.
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
East/west boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
San Tomas Expressway (western and eastern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
Is it too late to propose three districts? I think the districts should be similar to zip codes 95050 (incl. 95053),
95051, and 95054.
When developing the new districts, I think it's important to make sure north-side residents have appropriate
representation. They have different concerns than south-side residents. They are an island surrounded by
commercial/industrial properties, and their current representation seems inadequate.
If we do a north/south split, I think the railway is a better dividing line than El Camino Real.

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Benjamin Cooley inside Santa Clara

March 5, 2018, 2:59 PM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
Not important.
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
No response
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
No response
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
Ideally, the method chosen should minimize the need for redistricting. There will never be more interest in the
districts then when they are first created. Ideally, we should adopt an automated redistricting method, such as
http://bdistricting.com/2010/

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Ken Mignosa inside Santa Clara

March 5, 2018, 2:31 PM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
They should all be kept intact as much as possible
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
East/west boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
San Tomas Expressway (western and eastern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
If possible, it would be desirable to avoid a north/south division. The northern part of Santa Clara is historically
less affluent than the southern part. A south/north division would effectively create a district of haves and a
district of have nots.

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Hosam Haggag inside Santa Clara

March 5, 2018, 1:46 PM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
I think the neighborhoods that are reflected in NextDoor do a fairly decent job of capturing the actual
neighborhood breakdowns.
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
East/west boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
El Camino Real (northern and southern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
The way you word the question about boundary can be misleading - I read it as the boundary runs East/West
(which would lend itself to something like an El Camino boundary line) but others may read it as an East District
and a West District. (and the same can apply to the North/South boundary).
Please sort through any responses that indicate an East/West boundary but where the same responder has
selected San Tomas Expressway as the District. The 2nd question is more clear as it indicates the street and
type of districts.

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

March 5, 2018, 11:53 AM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
Rivermark, Koreatown. Less important to keep Old Quad and University region together.
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
East/west boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
El Camino Real (northern and southern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
If we need to have some neighborhoods from across the primary dividing line to more closely equalize
population, it would be important to me to put together neighborhoods that share communities of interest. For
example, neighborhoods zoned to the same elementary school or neighborhoods that cluster around a
particular house of worship, community center, or even shopping district.

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

March 4, 2018, 10:01 PM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
No response
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
North/south boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
El Camino Real (northern and southern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
No response

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

March 4, 2018, 9:59 PM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
No response
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
North/south boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
El Camino Real (northern and southern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
Not drawing lines near important community areas (parks, libraries)

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

March 2, 2018, 6:01 PM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
I don't see the benefit of doing this whatsoever. It benefits no one.
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
East/west boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
El Camino Real (northern and southern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
This is a wasted effort without any benefit. Please save the resources needed to do this.

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

March 2, 2018, 3:56 PM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
No response
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
East/west boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
El Camino Real (northern and southern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
No response

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

David McWalters inside Santa Clara

February 28, 2018, 9:28 PM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
Mine!
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
North/south boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
El Camino Real (northern and southern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
There should be 6 districts. One member from each district.

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

February 28, 2018, 6:34 PM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
No response
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
East/west boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
Other - I think there should be an east/west AND a north/sourh districts.
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
I think it is a foolish political ploy to have only two districts.

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

February 28, 2018, 5:22 PM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
Old Quad, which is the most important neighborhood in the city.
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
North/south boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
Other - Monroe St. (North and South)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
No response

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

February 28, 2018, 4:50 PM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
No response
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
No response
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
San Tomas Expressway (western and eastern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
No response

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

February 28, 2018, 1:27 PM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
No response
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
North/south boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
El Camino Real (northern and southern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
No response

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Mike Baker inside Santa Clara

February 28, 2018, 12:40 PM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
No response
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
North/south boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
El Camino Real (northern and southern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
No response

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

February 28, 2018, 11:50 AM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
No response
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
East/west boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
Other - US101
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
No response

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

February 28, 2018, 11:02 AM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
No response
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
North/south boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
Other - I suggest another street further North than El Camino because the new developments up there are
much denser than the older, lower density neighborhoods and also have fewer services available to them.
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
No response

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

February 28, 2018, 10:56 AM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
All of the city.
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
No response
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
Other - Don't divide the city.
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
I don't believe we should split the city. Both proposed area splits do not represent different areas well. The
neighborhoods on both sides of El Camino Real and San Thomas are very similar. I especially disagree with a
special election for this issue. It can wait for the next regular election. What a waste of taxpayers money!

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Timothy R. Logan inside Santa Clara

February 28, 2018, 10:13 AM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
No response
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
East/west boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
El Camino Real (northern and southern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
No response

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Ted Hasegawa inside Santa Clara

February 28, 2018, 10:07 AM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
No opinion at this time.
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
East/west boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
El Camino Real (northern and southern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
Economically-disadvantaged residents need a proportionally larger representative voice in government
especially where neighborhoods are intermixed with dense commercial and industrial usages.

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

February 28, 2018, 9:05 AM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
No response
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
East/west boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
San Tomas Expressway (western and eastern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
A balance with home owners vs high density apartment residents should be used as a consideration.

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

February 28, 2018, 8:23 AM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
No response
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
No response
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
No response
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
I would like to know why this issue has come up. Why do we need two voting districts? Why now? Who came
up with this idea and why? What were their motives? I'd like to see an analysis of the pros and the cons.

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.

All Registered Responses sorted chronologically
As of March 12, 2018, 9:39 AM

http://www.peakdemocracy.com/6039
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

February 28, 2018, 8:11 AM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
The Old Quad - Fremont Street
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
North/south boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
Other - Central Expressway (north and southern Council Districts )
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
Consider the population growth in both areas. I can see North Santa Clara becoming heavily populated and as
a result making Senior Southern Santa Claran's opinions irrelevant during elections.

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.

All Registered Responses sorted chronologically
As of March 12, 2018, 9:39 AM

http://www.peakdemocracy.com/6039
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

February 28, 2018, 7:20 AM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
No response
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
North/south boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
El Camino Real (northern and southern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
No response

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.

All Registered Responses sorted chronologically
As of March 12, 2018, 9:39 AM

http://www.peakdemocracy.com/6039
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Howard Myers inside Santa Clara

February 28, 2018, 7:13 AM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
Mariani Neighborhood
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
North/south boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
El Camino Real (northern and southern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
No response

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.

All Registered Responses sorted chronologically
As of March 12, 2018, 9:39 AM

http://www.peakdemocracy.com/6039
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

February 28, 2018, 7:05 AM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
Fremont Park
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
North/south boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
El Camino Real (northern and southern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
No response

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.

All Registered Responses sorted chronologically
As of March 12, 2018, 9:39 AM

http://www.peakdemocracy.com/6039
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Seeking Public Input on District Voting Lines
What criteria should be considered when drawing the boundary between two new voting districts?

Name not shown inside Santa Clara

February 28, 2018, 7:02 AM

Please fill out one or more criteria below that you consider important.

Keep neighborhoods intact.
Keep neighborhoods intact. Please identify specific neighborhoods you think are important to keep
intact:
None.
Use a major street as the boundary between the two voting districts.
If so, would you prefer a north/south or an east/west boundary between the two Districts?
East/west boundary
What street would you prefer to use (to the extent possible) to divide the two Districts?
San Tomas Expressway (western and eastern Council Districts)
Other

Other criteria you think are important:
No response

Thank you for your input!
Please select the Next &gt; button to ensure that your response is submitted.

All Registered Responses sorted chronologically
As of March 12, 2018, 9:39 AM

http://www.peakdemocracy.com/6039
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